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Dependence of quantum-dot formation on substrate orientation studied
by magnetophotoluminescence
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We have investigated the substrate orientation-dependence of InAs/GaAs quantum dot growth by
photoluminescence spectroscopy in very high magnetic fields. An abrupt change from
one-dimensional to three-dimensional charge confinement is observed for InAs deposited on~100!
GaAs. On the tilted~311!B substrates, the quantum dot morphology is different, resulting in a
weaker charge confinement that gradually increases with the amount of deposited InAs. At 1.9
monolayers, the quantum-dot confinement on this substrate orientation is as effective as for the
~100! oriented substrates. By studying the confinement of the charges in samples with quantum dots
at different stages of development, we are able to give insight into the quantum-dot formation
process. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1501160#
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The formation of self-assembled quantum dots on~100!
substrates under certain growth conditions is intensiv
investigated.1 Less well studied are heterostructures gro
on a tilted substrate. In the In0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs system for
example, corrugated quantum well structures can be form
if a ~311!A GaAs substrate is used,2 whereas for similar
growth conditions on the~311!B substrate quantum dots a
observed.3 In this study we examine the highly straine
InAs/GaAs islands on flat~100! and tilted, i.e.,~311!B, sub-
strates by photoluminescence~PL! spectroscopy in high
magnetic fields. This technique has proven to be a useful
in the investigation of charge confinement.4 The PL energy
shift in a magnetic field is a measure of the confinemen
the charge carriers in the plane perpendicular to the fi
direction. For a strongly localized charge carrier magne
field induced confinement will only be reached at very hi
fields, reducing the influence of the applied field on the
ergy levels, and resulting in a small diamagnetic shift. F
charges that are weakly localized in the plane perpendic
to the applied field, a magnetic field will have a much larg
influence, giving a large diamagnetic shift. With this metho
we can, for example, distinguish between wetting layer~WL!
and quantum-dot confinement by applying a field perp
dicular to the plane of the sample~Fig. 1, inset!. We have
applied this methodology to the confinement of monolay
of InAs on~100! and~311!B oriented substrates. We find th
for the ~100! substrates there is a two-dimensional~2D! to
three-dimensional~3D! transition, whereas on the~311!B
substrates the dots gradually evolve from wetting layer fl
tuations.

The InAs/GaAs heterostructures were grown by mole
lar beam epitaxy on~100! and ~311!B oriented GaAs
substrates.5,6After a 0.5mm GaAs buffer layer, an amount o
InAs was deposited that ranges from 1.4 to 1.9 monolay
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~ML ! in steps of 0.1 ML. The growth temperature w
480 °C. A 25 nm GaAs capping layer completes the str
tures. PL measurements were performed at 4.2 K in pu
magnetic fields up to 50 T. During a 25 ms magnetic fie
pulse, up to five spectra can be taken. At the peak of
pulse, where the field variation in time is small, a typic
field resolution of60.3% is obtained, while during the u
sweep and down sweep the field resolution is of the orde
63%. The photon integration time ranges from 0.5 to 1
ms. The magnetic field,B, can be applied parallel~i! or
perpendicular~'! to the sample growth direction (z). Exci-
tation of the samples is achieved by a Nd:yttritium
aluminum–garnet laser operating at 532 nm via a 200mm
core optical fiber with a power density of 1 – 10 Wcm22. The
luminescence, collected by six surrounding fibers, is a

FIG. 1. Linewidth as a function of the InAs coverage for~100!—triangles
and ~311!B—circles oriented substrates. The lines are a guide to the
The schematic inset shows that a quantum dot has a stronger in-plane
finement than a quantum well but has less confinement in the growth d
tion.
0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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lyzed in a 0.25 m spectrometer with a liquid-nitrogen coo
InGaAs detector.

The dependence of the zero-field PL-line positions
the coverage can be found in Ref. 5. The substrate orie
tion has no significant influence on the shift of the pe
which shows a strong redshift with increasing coverage.
attribute this to a reduction of the band gap by strain rel
ation, rather than a reduction in vertical confinement~Fig. 1,
inset!. We will show that the latter has a very moderate eff
on the confinement as determined by the diamagnetic s
and behaves differently for the two substrate orientations

We first concentrate on the systems grown on the~100!
oriented substrates. Here, the broadness of the PL revea
presence of quantum dots at a coverage of as little as 1.4
~Fig. 1!. For 1.5 ML, a barely asymmetric PL line is ob
served at zero field as shown in Fig. 2~a!. By 30 T a clear
shoulder is visible, but it is only at the highest magnetic fie
that the two contributions to the luminescence can be cle
distinguished. There is a broad peak, which is character
of dot luminescence, and a narrow one that we ascribe to
wetting layer. This distinction can only be made at hi
fields because the PL energy of the wetting layer has a la
shift in magnetic fields due to the lack of lateral spatial co
finement~Fig. 1, inset!. The presence of the asymmetric P
underlines the important role of the wetting layer and in
cates that dot formation in this low-coverage regime is s
nonuniform, leaving parts of the sample without develop
dots. This explains the late appearance~at 1.7 ML! of the
streaky-to-spotty transition in the reflection high-energy el
tron diffraction pattern6 that indicates the transition from 2D
to 3D growth. Further evidence that recombination in t
wetting layer is persistent for low coverages can be found
Fig. 3~a! where the diamagnetic energy shift,DE, between 0
and 50 T is plotted against the InAs coverage forBiz and
B'z. At low coverages, the diamagnetic shift withBiz is
large indicating that a considerable contribution to the lum
nescence comes from weakly confined charges, as in a q
tum well. The crossover to a symmetric PL line and t

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of 1.5 ML of InAs deposited on~100!
GaAs ~a! without field and with a magnetic field of~b! 30 and~c! 50 T
applied parallel to the growth direction. The 50 T data clearly reveal that
luminescence is comprised of two peaks, a broad~51 meV! low-energy peak
attributed to the dots and a narrow~28 meV! high-energy peak attributed to
the wetting layer. The dashed line in~a! is the zero-field PL spectrum of 1.5
ML of InAs on the ~311!B substrate.
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sudden drop in diamagnetic shift forBiz at 1.6 ML indicate
that the luminescence is dominated by the dots from 1.6
on. In this regime, the charges are well confined inside
quantum dots, and as the amount of InAs coverage increa
the decrease in localization due to the larger dot size lead
a gradual increase in diamagnetic shift@Fig. 3~a!#. For B'z
the changes in diamagnetic shift are considerably weaker
a similar trend is observed. With the field in this direction t
diamagnetic shift is influenced by both the spatial confin
ment in the growth direction and the confinement in t
plane, though the stronger of the two, typically the confin
ment in the growth direction, should dominate. We note t
according to our earlier-mentioned simple model thez con-
finement should be reduced when the dots form~Fig. 1, in-
set!. The data in Fig. 3~a! show that the effect of the in
creased lateral confinement is strongly but not comple
damped by the reducedz confinement.

On the ~311!B substrate the natural surface modulati
limits the in-plane atom diffusion and thus hinders quantu
dot formation.5,7 At low coverage, one then expects that t
observed luminescence can be ascribed to the wetting la
Indeed, the line is narrow but is asymmetric@Fig. 2~a!#. Fur-
thermore, the PL line shape remains unchanged for all fie
indicating that in contrast to the~100! samples with 1.4 and
1.5 ML, a contribution from developed quantum dots is ne
ligible. As the amount of InAs deposited increases, the

e

FIG. 3. The diamagnetic energy shift,DE, between 0 and 50 T for both
magnetic field directions as a function of the amount of InAs deposited
~a! ~100! and ~b! ~311!B oriented GaAs substrates. For~100! GaAs, the
sudden drop inDE for Biz at low coverage and the increase at high cov
age are eye catching. For InAs on~311!B GaAs, DE gradually decreases
with coverage.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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line broadens~Fig. 1! but remains asymmetric up to 1.8 ML
thus revealing the persistence of the wetting layer at h
coverages. The gradual decrease in diamagnetic shift@Fig.
3~b!# demonstrates that the charges become more and m
confined in all spatial directions and that there is an evo
tion from wetting layer to dot behavior. The fact that there
also no increase inDE even for high coverage, leads us
believe that the charges are not yet fully confined in the d
up to 1.8 ML. Due to the absence of long-range ordering
the ~311!B high-index substrates,7 any layer that is grown on
it will tend to develop fluctuations in its thickness. In add
tion, the step edges on the~311!B GaAs cause a certai
amount of strain relaxation in the InAs, resulting in weak
strain fields.3 These two features cause the growth mode
be different from the Stranski–Krastanov mode in which
sharp transition from 2D to 3D growth occurs. Instead,
believe the wetting layer surface fluctuations gradua
evolve into quantum dots. These surface fluctuations in
InAs wetting layer attract the charges, but the attractive
tential is much weaker than that of developed quantum d
causing a spillover of the electron and hole wave functio
into the rest of the wetting layer. In this case there is
discernible difference in the change inDE for Biz andB'z,
indicating that there is no significant change in confinem
in the z direction, and that the dot formation in~100! and
~311!B directions is rather different.

The sample with 1.9 ML of InAs is the first of th
~311!B set that has a symmetric line shape. Its linewidth
broad and comparable to, though slightly larger than, tha
the ~100! samples which have fully developed dots, and
diamagnetic shift for both field directions is small. These
all indications that the InAs quantum dots are fully dev
oped from 1.9 ML on if deposited on a GaAs~311!B sub-
strate. Furthermore, the diamagnetic shifts are almost ide
cal to that of the 1.9 ML on~100! sample. This shows tha
the quantum dots grown on the different substrates hav
similar size. This is consistent with Ref. 5, where the d
Downloaded 19 Aug 2002 to 137.108.143.7. Redistribution subject to A
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diameterd and heighth for similar but uncapped system
were found to bed515 and 18 nm andh51.5 and 1.4 nm
for 1.8 ML of InAs on~100! GaAs and~311!B GaAs, respec-
tively. The small difference in linewidth for 1.9 ML on~100!
compared to~311!B can be attributed to a larger dot siz
distribution due to the modulated~311!B substrate.

We have studied the formation of InAs QDs in GaA
with magnetophotoluminescence. On~100! substrates the re
combination of charges in the wetting layer remains imp
tant up to 1.5 ML. On~311!B substrates the abrupt Stransk
Krastanov 2D–3D transition that holds for flat surfaces
replaced by a slow evolution from wetting layer surface flu
tuations to developed quantum dots, which is completed
1.9 ML. It is expected that this understanding of the Q
formation process will lead to improvements in the perfo
mance of QD-based devices.
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